Introduction {#s0005}
============

Given the importance of language development during childhood, an increasing number of studies have investigated the neural basis of language acquisition. In recent years, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been widely used to detect the brain mechanisms underlying language processing in adults ([@bb0180], [@bb0185], [@bb0310], [@bb0355]), as well as during childhood ([@bb0040], [@bb0090], [@bb0095], [@bb0315], [@bb0385], [@bb0410], [@bb0485], [@bb0490]).

Studies on language processing using fMRI in adults have consistently reported activation in the left posterior superior temporal gyrus and sulcus (STG/STS) and the left inferior frontal cortex (IFC) as crucial regions for language comprehension (for a review, see [@bb0185]). Specifically, the left IFC has been constantly reported as being involved in processing syntactically complex sentence structures ([@bb0055], [@bb0085], [@bb0200], [@bb0240], [@bb0380], [@bb0425]). Moreover, enhanced activation in the left posterior STG/STS has been reported for the processing of syntactic information in syntactically complex sentences in adults ([@bb0195], [@bb0310], [@bb0415]). Developmental research has reported that the superior temporal cortex is required for rapid language acquisition during the second year of life ([@bb0410]). A 10-year longitudinal study reported that bilateral superior temporal cortical activation played an increasing role in narrative comprehension from young children to adolescents ([@bb0495]). In addition, the recruitment of left superior temporal cortex was shown for both semantic and syntactic processing in children aged 5 and 6 years ([@bb0090]) and for syntax--semantics interaction effects in 3--4- and 6--7-year-old children ([@bb0455]).

It was furthermore shown that the maturation of structural connectivity correlates with the performance on processing complex sentences ([@bb0460]), and that the structural connectivity is still not adult-like around the age of 7 years when children still have problems with processing such sentences ([@bb0100]). Studies exploring the functional connectivity between the language-related areas so far have mostly been conducted with adults. They indicate a functional connectivity between the IFC and the STG/STS suggesting that these brain regions are functionally connected during sentence comprehension ([@bb0145], [@bb0350]).

Spontaneous low frequency (\< 0.1 Hz) fluctuations (LFFs) in the human brain at rest have been observed to be related to intrinsic brain activities ([@bb0080]). During the past two decades, a large number of studies have used resting-state functional MRI data to map the brain organization underlying human cognition (e.g., [@bb0155], [@bb0165], [@bb0175]).

Functional connectivity of language regions was observed in LFFs factoring out task dependent activity when seeding in the respective brain regions ([@bb0215], [@bb0340]). Data from newborns using the same analysis method reveal that such a functional connectivity is not yet present early in life when infants start to acquire language ([@bb0385]). These findings suggest that the analysis of LFFs can serve the investigation of language development. And indeed a number of novel findings have expanded our knowledge on the development of functional and structural connectivity in infants and young children ([@bb0140], [@bb0175], [@bb0170], [@bb0225], [@bb0325], [@bb0390], [@bb0550]).

The development of the language network from childhood to adulthood was shown to be characterized by a development from inter- to intra-hemispheric connectivities ([@bb0215]). So far, however, research using resting-state fMRI data to identify and explore the language related networks is still very limited ([@bb0030], [@bb0365], [@bb0515], [@bb0535], [@bb0590]), and resting-state fMRI data to explore the development of language in children is even more sparse. Recent studies have shown that RSFC--behavior correlations are advantageous to reveal the neural basis of individual variation in cognitive performance (e.g., [@bb0270], [@bb0305], [@bb0320], [@bb0435], [@bb0480], [@bb0570], [@bb0605]). Given the interesting relation between task-dependent fMRI and seed based task-independent resting-state fMRI data on language processing in adults, we expect to elucidate the development of the functional connectivity networks related to language development by combining behavioral and resting-state fMRI data.

Here, we present an exploratory examination of developmental changes in intrinsic connectivity patterns of children from age 5 to age 6 by using a network measure, which allows an unbiased comparison at a voxel-wise level. The range was chosen since at this age the structural and functional development of the brain is in full progress ([@bb0235], [@bb0315], [@bb0455]) while at the same time performance in language functions increases steadily ([@bb0255], [@bb0420], [@bb0455]). Combining resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) with behavioral data on the development of sentence comprehension carries the potential to open new perspectives on the relation between brain maturation and the ontogeny of language in children. In order to explore the developmental changes in intrinsic connectivity patterns, longitudinal resting-state fMRI data were acquired from a cohort of typically developing children aged 5 years and one year later, and subjected to degree centrality analysis. As a measure of graph theory, degree centrality is among the most fundamental and most common centrality measures, and has been widely used to identify hubs in the human brain (e.g., [@bb0110], [@bb0120], [@bb0510]). Degree centrality has been found to be physiologically meaningful ([@bb0335], [@bb0525], [@bb0520]) and has been applied to investigate the changes in network connectivity associated with healthy aging ([@bb0280]) and cognitive functions ([@bb0545]). Hubs, as highly connected central nodes in a network, are thought to play pivotal roles in the coordination of information flow ([@bb0475]) and may also help to minimize wiring and metabolism costs by providing a limited number of long-distance connections that integrate local networks ([@bb0045]). The approach used here is similar to that shown by [@bb0110] and [@bb0610]. Binary network measure of degree centrality was computed in a voxel-wise manner and used in order to identify developmental changes in intrinsic connectivity over one year. Subsequently, the result of this analysis was used as a seed to further detect how the connections change with age and, moreover, to what extent the functional resting-state network is related to language abilities. We expected to find growing involvement of core regions of the language network with age, in particular the posterior STG/STS and IFC. The importance of these regions in functional networks supporting language functions should be reflected in a relation between the growing network architecture and language development.

Methods {#s0010}
=======

Participants {#s0015}
------------

Fifty-three typically developing preschool children at age 5 years (27 males; mean age 5.5 years, range 5.0 to 6.0 years) participated in the study, and longitudinal data were obtained in a one-year follow-up measurement (mean age 6.5 years, range 6.0 to 7.1 years). Prior to participation, children\'s parents gave written, informed consent, and children gave verbal assent for attendance. All participants were right-handed, monolingual German speakers with no history of neurological, medical, or psychological disorders. The study was approved by the Ethical Review Board of the University of Leipzig (Germany).

Behavioral testing {#s0020}
------------------

Sentence comprehension was assessed by the standardized German test of sentence-comprehension (Test zum Satzverstehen von Kindern (TSVK); [@bb0450]). The test employs a picture matching task with three possible pictures in response to verbally presented sentences at varying syntactic difficulty. Participants were instructed to listen to stories and to select the picture that best fits the story. The number of correct responses was summed (in percent) and converted to standard scores (*T* values).

MRI scanning {#s0025}
------------

All data were obtained at a 3T magnetic resonance scanner (Siemens Tim Trio, Germany) with a 12-channel head coil. During resting-state data acquisition, children were instructed to lie as still as possible, keep their eyes open and watch the visual presentation of a screensaver featuring a lava lamp. Resting-state fMRI whole-brain volumes were acquired with a T2\*-weighted gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence using the following parameters: TR 2000 ms, TE 30 ms, flip angle = 90°, slice thickness 3 mm, gap = 1 mm, FOV 19.2 cm, matrix = 64 × 64, 28 slices, 100 volumes. High-resolution 3-D structural images were acquired with a T1-weighted, magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence using the following parameters: TR 1480 ms, TE 3.46 ms, flip angle = 10°; slice thickness 1.5 mm, gap 0 mm; matrix 250 × 250; spatial resolution 1 × 1 × 1.5 mm.

Preprocessing {#s0030}
-------------

Data preprocessing was carried out using the Data Processing Assistant for Resting-State fMRI (DPARSF) ([@bb0115], <http://www.restfmri.net>) which is based on Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8) (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>) and Resting-State fMRI Data Analysis Toolkit (REST) ([@bb0470], <http://www.restfmri.net>). Before preprocessing, the first three EPI volumes were discarded to avoid possible effects of scanner instability and allow for signal equilibration. Preprocessing steps included: *i*) slice timing by shifting the signal measured in each slice relative to the acquisition of the slice at the mid-point of each TR; *ii*) 3D motion correction using a least squares approach and a 6 parameter (rigid body) spatial transformation; *iii*) reorienting both functional and MPRAGE images and then co-registering MPRAGE image to the mean functional image of each subject; *iv*) MPRAGE images were segmented into gray matter, white matter (WM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) tissue based on the NIH pediatric atlas (NIHPD) ([@bb0160], <http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/ServicesAtlases/NIHPD-obj1>), using the asymmetric T1 version of the NIHPD atlas, age range 4.5--8.5 years old (prepuberty), based on 82 subjects; *v*) spatial normalization by using the parameters from the segmentation procedure in each subject and resampling voxel size to 3 × 3 × 3 mm^3^; *vi*) spatial smoothing with a 6-mm full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel; *vii*) nuisance regression, including principal components (PCs) extracted from subject-specific WM and CSF mask (5 PC parameters) using a component based noise correction method (CompCor) ([@bb0050]), as well as Friston 24-parameter model (6 head motion parameters, 6 head motion parameters one time point before, and the 12 corresponding squared items) ([@bb0220]). The CompCor procedure comprised detrending, variance (i.e., WM and CSF) normalization and PC analysis according to [@bb0050]; *viii*) band-pass temporal filtering (0.01--0.1 Hz). For degree centrality calculation, spatial smoothing was not included in the preprocessing but performed after *Z*-normalization in order to prevent artefactual local correlations between voxels ([@bb0610]).

CompCor was proposed to correct for physiological noise by regressing out PCs from noise regions of interest (ROIs) ([@bb0050]). Compared with mean signal regression, where average signal were extracted from WM and CSF mask, signals captured by PCs derived from these noise ROIs can better account for voxel-specific phase differences in physiological noise due to the potential of principle component analysis to identify temporal pattern of physiological noise ([@bb0500]).

Given concerns regarding a possible confounding influence of micromovements in intrinsic functional connectivity analyses ([@bb0395], [@bb0400], [@bb0430], [@bb0560]), the framewise displacement (FD) of time series ([@bb0295]) was calculated as it is preferable for its consideration of voxel-wise differences in its derivation ([@bb0595]). Seven subjects with motion (mean FD) greater than mean + 2 ∗ SD ([@bb0600]) were excluded, with threshold of 0.229 mm for children at age 5 and 0.221 mm at age 6, separately. For the remaining 46 data sets, the average of mean FD at age 5 was 0.101 mm (SD = 0.04 mm, range = 0.037--0.206 mm), and at age 6 was 0.092 mm (SD = 0.039 mm, range = 0.025--0.184 mm). Differences of mean FD were calculated by using paired *t*-test and showed no significant differences (*t*(45) = 1.349, *p* = .184). Nevertheless, the mean FD was controlled as a covariate of no interest in subsequent group-level statistical analyses to reduce any remaining potential effect of head motion.

Calculation of degree centrality maps {#s0035}
-------------------------------------

Degree centrality maps were computed by using the REST toolbox that employs an approach similar to that shown by [@bb0110] and [@bb0610]. Specifically, for each voxel i the connectivity between the time course of this given voxel i and the time course of every other voxel within the mask of gray matter of the brain was computed. Then the correlation map of voxel i was converted to a binary map of connectivity thresholded at *r* = 0.25, setting all connections below the threshold to zero while setting all remaining connections to 1. The sum of all non-zero connections in this binary map was calculated to yield the degree centrality of the voxel i. This process was repeated for each voxel in the brain to produce a whole-brain map of the network degree.

The individual-level degree centrality maps were then standardized by converting to *z*-scores and maps were averaged across participants and compared ([@bb0110], [@bb0560], [@bb0610]). The *z*-score transformation is achieved by subtracting mean degree and dividing standard deviation of degree across all voxels as described in previous studies ([@bb0110], [@bb0610]). Group-level degree centrality map for each age group was obtained by implementing one-sample *t*-test. Multiple comparisons were corrected at the cluster-level using Gaussian random field theory (\|* Z* \| \> 3.5, cluster-wise *p* *\<* .001, GRF corrected).

The threshold used to compute degree centrality in this study was chosen to be consistent with previous studies ([@bb0110], [@bb0280], [@bb0560]), and different threshold selections did not qualitatively change the results for the cortex ([@bb0110], [@bb0280]). For an analysis with alternative thresholds, see Supplementary Fig. S1. Furthermore, the weighted version of degree centrality was also computed, assuring the robustness of the findings with nearly identical results as shown in Supplementary Fig. S2.

Developmental changes in degree centrality {#s0040}
------------------------------------------

The primary analysis of this study examined intrinsic connectivity differences in the longitudinal data identifying clusters that change their degree centrality with development. Paired *t*-test was performed to detect the developmental changes in voxel-wise connectivity maps from age 5 to age 6 years, controlled for head motion (mean FD).

Seed-based connectivity changes and relation to advances in language performance {#s0045}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

However, the aforementioned primary analysis would not provide information about which connections are changing or the relation between the connections and language performance. To explore this, a secondary seed-based analysis was implemented. The resulting clusters from the primary analysis were subjected to a seed-based analysis on functional connectivity.

RSFC analyses were performed at both measurement time points using REST software. For RSFC calculation, the mean time series of the seed were first computed for each participant by averaging the time series of all the voxels in the seed (6-mm-radius sphere), and then an individual level RSFC correlation map (*r*-map) was produced within the whole brain. Next, *r*-maps were converted into *z*-maps with application of Fisher\'s *r*-to-*z* transformation to obtain approximately normally distributed values for further statistical analysis.

Average functional connectivity maps for both time points (age 5 and age 6) were computed based on *z*-transformed maps to illustrate the connectivity patterns of the cluster. In addition, the comparison of connectivity maps between the two time points was obtained by performing paired *t*-test, controlling for mean FD of each participant, and corrected at the cluster-level using Gaussian random field theory (*Z* \> 2.3, cluster-wise *p* \< .05, GRF corrected).

In order to model the relationship between changes in functional connectivity and changes in behavioral performance, the absolute changes of both connectivity strength and language comprehension (TSVK) performance were calculated for age 6 subtracting age 5, and results were then entered into a model of RSFC-behavior correlation. For further exploration of behavioral effects, the whole group data were divided into two subgroups by the median of changes in TSVK performance from age 5 to age 6. Participants with change value greater than median were considered to show greater advancement in language abilities (18 participants) whereas participants with change value smaller than median were considered to show less advancement in language abilities (20 participants). Subsequently, RSFC-behavioral correlation was obtained for each of the two subgroups. Finally, all statistical *r*-maps were transformed to *z*-maps and corrected at the cluster-level using Gaussian random field theory (*Z* \> 2.3, cluster-wise *p* \< .05, GRF corrected).

Results {#s0050}
=======

Behavioral results {#s0055}
------------------

Mean accuracy for the sentence comprehension task was 67.7% (SD 11.38) at age 5 years and 78.8% (SD 8.37) at age 6 years. Performance was above chance at both time points (age 5: *t*(45) = 10.55, *p* \< .001; age 6: *t*(45) = 23.34, *p* \< .001), and there was a significant performance difference between the two measurement time points (*t*(45) = − 7.53, *p* \< .001) ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).

Group-level degree centrality and changes with age {#s0060}
--------------------------------------------------

Degree centrality maps indicate that hubs at age 5 and age 6 years covered regions of the default mode network (DMN), including posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus (PCC), lateral temporal cortex, lateral parietal cortex, and medial/lateral prefrontal cortices ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) as known from adult data ([@bb0110]). Interestingly, the comparison between the two measurement time points yielded one cluster centered on the left posterior STG/STS (MNI coordinates: − 45, − 51, 21; peak z: 3.95; 170 voxels) with increased connectivity at age 6 compared to age 5 years ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).

Seed-based connectivity changes and relation to advances in language performance {#s0065}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In a next step, the resulting cluster from the degree centrality analysis was used as a seed in order to examine functional connectivity of this cluster. This seeding in the left posterior STG/STS revealed a number of correlated regions at both ages, including middle frontal gyrus, bilateral PCC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, bilateral STG/STS and angular gyrus bilaterally ([Figs. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A and B). At age 6 years, the IFC was additionally involved ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B). Direct comparison of functional connectivity between the two measurement time points showed developmental changes in the left inferior frontal sulcus (IFS) of the IFC and left angular gyrus from age 5 to age 6 years ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}C). Individual variations in correlations between left posterior STG/STS and left IFS as well as left angular gyrus are shown in [Figs. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}D and E, respectively.

In order to further evaluate behavioral relevance of these functional networks, changes in RSFC were correlated with changes in language comprehension performance from age 5 to age 6 years. Participants were allocated to two subgroups with either greater or less change in language performance based on a median split. RSFC-behavior correlation for each subgroup showed distinct patterns. Specifically, correlations in the left and right IFC were observed in children with greater advancement in language abilities, whereas correlations in bilateral PCC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex were observed in children with less advancement in language abilities ([Figs. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A and B; [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). All maps are displayed with the BrainNet Viewer ([@bb9880], <http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/>).

Discussion {#s0070}
==========

The current study investigated the neural basis of language development in longitudinal resting-state functional MRI data in a cohort of typically developing children at age 5 and age 6 years. Using a data-driven approach to investigate degree centrality, we found at both ages a similar pattern of hubs covering regions of the DMN. A significant cluster of stronger intrinsic connectivity at age 6 compared to age 5 was observed in the left posterior STG/STS. The RSFC-behavior correlation revealed connections from this cluster to language-relevant regions in bilateral IFC for children with greater advancement in language abilities, whereas for children with less advancement in language abilities stronger connectivity of DMN regions was observed. These findings demonstrate the development of functional resting-state networks during a one-year period between age 5 and age 6 and its relation to concurrent development of language abilities.

Increased degree centrality in left posterior STG/STS with age {#s0075}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Importantly, we found increased connectivity between ages 5 to 6 years in the left posterior STG/STS. There was no other region that showed connectivity increase above threshold and there were no regions with concurrent decreased connectivity change. Accumulated evidence supports the role of the posterior STG/STS in language comprehension (for a review, see [@bb0185]). Task-related activation in this region has been reported for processing syntactic information in word list ([@bb0290], [@bb0465]), complex sentences ([@bb0125], [@bb0195], [@bb0205], [@bb0310], [@bb0415]), and combined syntactic and semantic sentential information ([@bb0190], [@bb0210]) as well as argument processing ([@bb0250], [@bb0245]). Taken together, evidence suggests this region as a central component for the integration of linguistic information at different levels.

Note that the specific functional role of increased degree centrality in the left posterior STG/STS from age 5 to age 6 cannot be concluded directly from resting-state functional brain data alone. These changes can potentially be related to a variety of developmental changes in brain maturation and human development. However, based on the specific location of this increase in connectivity in the posterior STG/STS, we hypothesize that it is related to the central involvement of this region in the language network where changes in the functional network are manifested at that age when language abilities increase prominently (e.g., [@bb0255], [@bb0420]). The posterior STG/STS had been shown a central part of the language network in studies with adults ([@bb0185], [@bb0285], [@bb0565]) and with children ([@bb0060], [@bb0095], [@bb0315], [@bb0460]). Therefore, a secondary analysis exploring changes in RSFC based on this region was performed to further examine which network connections terminating in this region are changing from age 5 to age 6, whether they are part of the language network, and whether there is a relation to behavioral changes in language abilities.

Frontal-to-temporal connections in children with greater advancement in language comprehension {#s0080}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous task-dependent fMRI experiments in adults and children have consistently reported enhanced activation in both left IFC and left posterior STG/STS when processing syntactically complex sentences ([@bb0310], [@bb0315], [@bb0380], [@bb0505]). The left frontal-to-temporal network connection between language-relevant brain regions develops as the brain matures and is still structurally immature at the age of 5 to 6 years ([@bb0100]). Furthermore, the common activity of left IFC and posterior STG/STS in the sense of a "default language network" has been observed in LFFs ([@bb0340]), which was, moreover, shown not yet fully developed at age 6 years ([@bb0215]). Consistent with these findings, we found that RSFC between bilateral IFC (left inferior frontal gyrus and right IFS) and left posterior STG/STS was positively correlated with greater advancement in language comprehension, suggesting that this long-range connection is relevant for the progress in language abilities.

It has been widely acknowledged that the activation of left IFC is crucial for language comprehension ([@bb0185], [@bb0195], [@bb0355], [@bb0425]). Other studies have shown increasing BOLD responses in the left IFC as task difficulty increases and have related this to increased working memory and phonological processing demands ([@bb0070], [@bb0150], [@bb0330], [@bb0530]). A developmental study found that children with better syntactic processing skills showed more prominent activation in the left IFC compared to children with poorer syntactic processing skills ([@bb0375]). Particularly, mounting evidence from fMRI or behavioral studies has revealed that language performance is closely related with working memory (e.g., [@bb0035], [@bb0230], [@bb0345], [@bb0360], [@bb0540]). It was shown that for both, syntactic processes as well as working memory demands, the IFC is recruited ([@bb0355]). The current findings of stronger functional connectivity between IFC and posterior STG/STS could be helpful for syntactic comprehension in a narrow sense but also in a more general sense for working memory related processes.

The involvement of DMN in children with less advancement in language comprehension {#s0085}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The DMN was originally defined as a set of brain areas that consistently show task-induced deactivation in functional imaging studies ([@bb0065], [@bb0405], [@bb0440]). Recent studies have found that the DMN was widely engaged in internal mentation (e.g., self-referential processing, mentalizing, affective cognition, theory of mind, episodic retrieval, autobiographical thought, mnemonic or prospective processes) ([@bb0005], [@bb0010], [@bb0015], [@bb0105], [@bb0130], [@bb0265], [@bb0260], [@bb0300], [@bb0370], [@bb0585]).

Mounting evidence has confirmed the opposite relationship between behavioral performance and the suppression of the DMN ([@bb0020], [@bb0135], [@bb0445], [@bb0580]). For instance, successful performance on cognitive tasks has been related to a specific recruitment of task-relevant networks while deactivating resting-state networks such as the DMN ([@bb0025], [@bb0020], [@bb0275], [@bb0305]). Similarly, less DMN suppression was associated with less efficient stimulus processing during attention lapses ([@bb0575]). These findings support the view of a direct competition between exogenous and endogenous components for attentional and executive resources, and suggest that lower involvement of the DMN activity on a trial-by-trial basis is associated with better cognitive performance, indicating that the ability of DMN suppression is functionally important (for a review, see [@bb0025]). Therefore, it might be plausible to infer that the involvement of the DMN in functional connectivity for children with less advancement in language abilities is due to their insufficient suppression of the DMN.

Limitations {#s0090}
-----------

It is important to note that the interpretation of the current results should be limited to resting-state fMRI context, especially for the involvement of regions within the DMN, because the data presented here are not from a task-based fMRI experiment. Though, consistent activation of PCC was found in semantic processing, and it has been proposed that the involvement of PCC might have to do with the nature of episodic memory and PCC probably acts as an interface between the semantic retrieval and episodic encoding systems based on the fact of strong connections of PCC and hippocampus ([@bb0075]). Moreover, a model of involvement of regions within DMN was proposed when the task itself engages the semantic system (e.g., semantic tasks) ([@bb0075]), but it still requires more evidence with regarding to the role of the DMN in language processing. Therefore, in future studies, it would be necessary to identify to what extent the DMN is involved in language processing as well as the interactions between DMN and the language specific network by using language-related fMRI data. Another limitation of the present study is the relatively short acquisition time for the resting-state fMRI data. Considering the difficulties of data acquisition from typically developing young children during waking state, a total of 100 volumes resting-state fMRI data were collected, which is relatively short for intrinsic functional connectivity analysis. However, importantly, studies with comparably short acquisition of resting-state fMRI data observed stable correlation strengths with acquisition times as brief as 5 min ([@bb0555]). Moreover, recent studies found good inter-session reliability for functional homogeneity analyses with scan durations as brief as 3 min ([@bb0615]) and high reliability of resting-state fMRI measures available with data length of 3 min ([@bb0595]). Hence, the present findings can be considered reliable and valid.

Conclusion {#s0095}
==========

Exploring the development of intrinsic brain connectivity, increases in the left posterior STG/STS were identified as significant changes in the degree centrality during a one-year period in typically developing children between age 5 and age 6 years. The RSFC of left posterior STG/STS to language-relevant perisylvian regions is significantly associated with greater advancement in language abilities, whereas RSFC of left posterior STG/STS to regions within DMN is significantly correlated with less advancement in language abilities. These findings suggest that functional connectivity within the language network considerably develops from age 5 to age 6 and becomes behaviorally relevant. The present data provide evidence for alterations in functional networks with respect to language development during preschool age, and demonstrate the viability of these methods for characterizing the brain basis and ontogeny of language development in children.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0100}
==============================

Supplementary material.
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![Mean accuracy of sentence comprehension performance (TSVK) at age 5 and 6 years. Error bars represent standard error of the mean (\*\*\* P \< .001).](gr1){#f0005}

![Voxel-wise degree centrality maps at age 5 (2A) and age 6 (2B). Red--yellow colors indicate positive connectivity, whereas blue colors indicate negative connectivity. *Z* value is the scale of degree centrality. Multiple comparisons were corrected at the cluster-level using Gaussian random field theory (\|* Z* \| \> 3.5, cluster-wise *p* \< .001, GRF corrected). L, left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere.](gr2){#f0010}

![Comparison of degree centrality maps between age 5 and age 6 years (3A). Red--yellow colors indicates stronger degree centrality at age 6 compared to age 5 in the left posterior STG/STS. Multiple comparisons were corrected at the cluster level using Gaussian random field theory (*Z* \> 2.3, cluster-wise *p* \< .05, GRF corrected). Figure B illustrates individual variation in degree centrality of left posterior STG/STS and also includes the mean values of the cluster in posterior STG/STS at age 5 and age 6 years, as well as error bars representing standard error of the mean (3B). L, left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere. STG/STS, superior temporal gyrus and sulcus.](gr3){#f0015}

![Average functional connectivity maps seeded in the left posterior STG/STS shown for children at age 5 (4A) and age 6 (4B). Significant correlations to left inferior frontal cortex are only found for age 6 (*Z* = 0.3 with minimal cluster size of 60 voxels). Fig. C depicts the direct contrast between the two time points (4C), with red--yellow colors indicating stronger connections at age 6 (*Z* \> 2.3, cluster-wise *p* \< .05, GRF corrected). In addition, the individual variation in correlations between left posterior STG/STS and left IFS (4D), as well as between posterior STG/STS and left angular gyrus (4E) are depicted including the mean correlation coefficients at age 5 and age 6. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. L, left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere. IFS, inferior frontal sulcus.](gr4){#f0020}

![Correlations between changes in functional connectivity seeded in the left posterior STG/STS cluster (green circle) and changes in language comprehension performance from age 5 to age 6 in children with greater advancement in language abilities (5A) and children with less advancement in language abilities (5B). While for the former, significant correlations to the bilateral inferior frontal cortex were found, for the latter, no such correlations to other parts of the language network were observed and rather correlations to regions within the DMN exist. Multiple comparisons were corrected at the cluster level using Gaussian random field theory (*Z* \> 2.3, cluster-wise *p* \< .05, GRF corrected). L, left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere. IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; IFS, inferior frontal sulcus; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus; VMPFC/ACC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex/anterior cingulate cortex.](gr5){#f0025}

###### 

Details of RSFC--behavior correlations in two subgroups of children with greater or less advancement in sentence comprehension over the one-year period from age 5 to 6 years.

  Subgroup                            L/R          Region   BA    Peak MNI coordinates   Voxels   *Z* value          
  ----------------------------------- ------------ -------- ----- ---------------------- -------- ----------- ------ ------
  Children with greater advancement   L            IFG      44    − 42                   24       9           60     3.31
  R                                   IFS          46       51    39                     30       100         3.38   
                                                                                                                     
  Children with less advancement      L/R          PCC      7     15                     − 30     9           705    4.10
  L/R                                 VMPFC, ACC   32       − 6   48                     − 9      148         4.01   

Note: L, left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere; BA, Brodmann\'s area. IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; IFS, inferior frontal sulcus; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus; VMPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex.
